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Catena strengthens the management team

Catena appoints Amanda Thynell as Head of Sustainability and a member of 
Catena’s management team. 

Amanda Thynell has been employed by Catena since 2021, currently as Sustainability Controller. 
Before joining Catena she worked in various positions focusing on sustainability and CSR-
performance within the retail sector and she has a solid educational background. 

- With Amanda in our management team, Catena’s ambitions are clarified. We operate in a
complex logistics network that is critical for a well-functioning society which needs to be designed
more sustainably. Amanda has an ability to see the big picture and manages Catena’s work within
ESG throughout the operations with great commitment in order to fulfill our goals, says Catena’s
CEO Jörgen Eriksson.

Once these management changes have been implemented in August 2022, Catena’s management 
team will comprise the following individuals and positions: Jörgen Eriksson, CEO; Sofie Bennsten, 
Deputy CEO/CFO; Annie Nyblom, Head of Marketing and Communications; David Silvesjö, Chief 
Treasury Officer; Johan Franzén, Head of Business and Property; Malin Nissen, Head of HR and 
Amanda Thynell, Head of Sustainability. 

For further information, please contact 
Jörgen Eriksson, CEO, Tel. + 46 730-70 22 42, jorgen.eriksson@catenafastigheter.se 
Follow us: catenafastigheter.se / LinkedIn / Twitter 
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